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COMMERCIAL SERVICES IT SOLUTIONS
Overview
Our experts in the Public Sector Commercial Services team have a specialist understanding of Government Frameworks and provide
advice on the most cost-effective, compliant procurement option to suit your specific needs. Our specialists can take the complexity
out of Public Sector procurement and ensure that you are able to purchase the right solution in the most efficient way.
You'll work with our Partner Alliance Team, who manage over 400 specialist sub-contractors. This allows our Public Sector
customers to access a broad range of technologies that would otherwise be unavailable via a framework. We can also rapidly
onboard partners of your choice, providing they meet our financial and technical standards. We provide an overarching prime
contract, which allows your organisation to procure specialist goods and services via us. You can be safe in the knowledge that the
purchase is protected by the terms of your chosen framework. This can help customers to avoid the cost and time associated with
procuring outside of a Government-approved contract.

Why Softcat for Commercial Services IT Solutions?
With extensive experience working across all areas of the Public Sector, we understand the pressures on customer budgets. We
work with our customers to better understand their individual needs and tailor our procurement solutions to help meet challenging
savings targets and firm deadlines in delivering technology.
To find out more about how Softcat can help you transform your IT infrastructure, get in touch today and one of our Partner
Alliances Team will come back to you.
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Softcat listen, respond and deliver. Some of the advice and support they offer is invaluable
and the industry knowledge they bring to the table is second to none.
Brian A Jaggs, Head of IT Service Delivery, Kent and Essex Police IT Services

Commercial Services IT Solutions frameworks we deliver
We have access to over 36 frameworks, meaning we can offer a contract that is suitable to almost any customer requirement. Our
relationships with framework authorities are well established and we can clearly articulate the relative features and benefits of all of
the frameworks we have available to you.
With extensive experience working across all areas of the Public Sector, we understand the pressures on customer budgets. We
work with our customers to better understand their individual needs and tailor our procurement solutions to help meet challenging
savings targets and firm deadlines in delivering technology.

This is not an exhaustive list of the frameworks we are included on. If you would like to see all of our Commercial
Services IT Solutions frameworks, then please visit www.softcat.com/public-sector/commercial-services/
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